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Allusion: 

1: The fuku of the admiral 

Colonialism

Genocide of the indigenous people

Slavery

Rape

That’s the fuku of Christopher Columbus.

2. The Admiral

Christopher Columbus



Fuku is the plague that followed the European settlement. Colonization of the land, the 
murdering and rape of the people. Destruction on their cultures. All the doom that would 
continue to be felt on the people whose ancestors met by The Admiral. Systematic racism, 
sexism, slavery, oppression on minorities and other horrors. The Fuku comes from a person 
trying to inflict pain on others (i.e. oppressive government, dictators, etc…) 
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Allusions



Fuku & Trujillo: a brief overview

¾ Fuku was a curse originating from the Dominican Republic thought to 
be caused by the arrival of the Europeans.

¾ Trujillo was the dictator of the Dominican Republic from 1930 to 1961, 
who was though to incur a powerful fuku, “down to the seventh 
generation and beyond” (3).



Fuku

X The fuku introduces a supernatural element to the story. 
It is given anthropomorphic qualities and is associated 
with the dictator Trujillo. It is said to be a curse brought by 
the Europeans to the Antilles, and is known to haunt 
families, especially those who wrong Trujillo (an example 
being the Kennedy family curse). It’s a superstition 
originating in the Dominican but it also has links to Puerto 
Rico and Haiti. It is a negative force in the storyline. 



Trujillo

X Trujillo was an infamous dictator of the Dominican Republic between 1930 
and 1961. His rule was characterized by a mixture of violence, intimidation, 
massacre, rape, co-potation and terror. He is compared to Napoleon in 
style and power. He was also known to change all the landmarks to honor 
himself, even the first and oldest city in the New World. His other 
“accomplishments” include the genocide of the Haitian and Haitian-
Dominican community, one of the longest, US-backed dictatorships in 
history, the creation of modern kleptocracy, systematic bribing of 
American senators and the forging of the Dominican people into a 
modern state. 
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What is fuku?

X Curse that follows a person or group of people for generations 

X Shipped to Carribean islands by the Europeans

X Makes people more careful and scared about what they say and do (ex: when  
Rafael Trujillo was in power, people were scared to do something wrong.

X People feel unsafe in their own homes. Lots of tension in society

X Politically: Very authoritarian. People would be punished by the “fuku” if there were 
any negative thoughts or actions towards the dictator.

X Scary and negative consequences

X Similar to a karma system
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X Fuku: a curse

X Palacio: Spanish word for “palace”

X High priest: chief priest of a non-Christian religion

X Fua: Spanish word for “FUCK”

X Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina: Dominican dictator. Infamous for the Parsley 
Massacre,  murders, rapes, spreading misery and terror. He was 
assassinated on May 30th, 1961

X Sources:

X Wikipedia

X The Brief Wondrous Life Of Oscar Wao



Trujillo’s Reign
ANDY NHIEU, EMILIE COHEN, CASSANDRA DUSSAULT, HUIKUN ZHANG





Important Spanish words and allusions

X Napoleon-era haberdashery: Trujillo controlled the economic, 
social, cultural, and political aspects of DR. He worships 
Napoleon’s way and seeks to imitate Napoleon (appearance & 
power)  

X Caudillo (leader): Just as Napoleon, Trujillo appeared to be a 
leader at first, but his intensions were never for the people. He 
wanted the people to believe they could look up to him, when in 
reality his true motives were to be the “jefe”. Self motivated, 
power-hungry, “fuckface”  

X Jefe (boss):  Person in charge that holds absolute power. 



Fuku

X Napoleon, Mussolini, Stalin, Hitler, Trujillo – all of these men would use and 
abuse their power, ruled with fear.

X History repeats itself

X Human kind is cursed since its existence 

X SOURCES

Wikipedia 

Google Dictionary 
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• Fuku: came from Africa 

• -in this passage, Fuku is demonstrated by the destruction of culture

• Does Trujilio create Fuku or is he simply the consequence of it?

• Cruelty

• Misogyny





• The idea of fuku takes over their lives – they dedicate 24 hours to zafa, with 
the sole hope that it will prevent fuku

• They are terrified of the idea of fuku

• As abstract as they are, they see them as relatively black and white concepts, 
things are  either Zafa or Fuku

• Dichotomy (distinction between two extremes)  – this idea can also be applied 
to racial issues 

• As if a word has more power than the actions of the dictator tearing apart 
the country – is it the word that is responsible or his actions?

• Admiral ( Christopher Colombus) brought Fuku to the New World



Fuku
MIREILLE JAUVIN
CHARLOTTE VEZINA-DUFRESNE
LEATICIA HAMMADACHE
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Spanish Allusions

X Jabao: "a reference to a light-skinned man of mixed race ancestry, 
usually from the Caribbean”

X Carajito: "Carajito is also a little kid who is 'bad', you might refer to your 
own kid as a carajito if you are angry with him or referring to him as an 
unruly or not well behaved kid. Sort of a rascal.”

X Jojote: unripe / not mature



What is Fuku?

X Fuku is defined as "the Curse and the Doom of the 
New World”. According to the narrator, its arrival to 
the Caribbean Islands is caused by Rafael Trujillo, a 
Dominican politician and dictator.

X It comes from Africa

X It is believed that when the Europeans arrived on 
Hispaniola, the fuku was unleashed on the world. 

X In our passage, they talk about the fuku people will 
suffer if they hurt Trujillo. They also talk about the 
terrible things that did happen to the people who 
participated in his assassination. 

http://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/namerica/caribb/haiti.gif



Strong, Scary Forces
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Morgoth Darkseid

https://www.deviantart.com/art/Morgoth-and-Fingolfin-277490102 (first photo) http://www.dccomics.com/characters/darkseid (second
photo)



Morgoth & Darkseid

The author makes a connection with “Morgoth’s bane” and “Darkseid’s Omega 
Effect”. Both of  these are supernatural powers, in a comic book and in a 
fantasy novel. The author is stating that these two powerful forces are one in 
the same with the fuku. It is as scary and threatening as something that is make-
believe. However, he says that the “fuku was real as shit, something your 
everyday person could believe in”. Maybe comparing the believability of  a curse 
to the believability of  a forces in works of  fiction. 



“The Fall of  Saigon”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fall_of_Saigon (first photo) http://returntothe50s.weebly.com/vietnam-memorial-page.html (second photo)



Saigon

The author references the Vietnamese capitol; Saigon, who's people were being 
slaughtered and had to try to evacuate the city.  However, the people didn’t 
have enough time. They were slowly being encircled by a threat that is bigger, 
stronger, and scarier than them. The people living in Saigon saw their doom 
slowly approaching. The author compares this to the way a fuku could work. It 
can be quick or it can be slow, not giving you enough time to anticipate it or 
brace yourself  from it. 



What the Fuku?



Group 9
By: Mathew de Marchie, Denisha Fleury, Lenz Layug



The great American doom

superstition: To the Spanish community, superstition is 

like a base line that they revolve around. The passage 

shows the influence of superstition not just in the novel 

but in the community itself. 



fuku
X “A fukú is a curse that came to Antilles when the Europeans arrived on the islands. The narrator 

asserts that fukú is “real as shit” and that the Dominican dictator Rafael Leónidas Trujillo Molina 

had a direct relationship with fukú”

X Source: http://www.gradesaver.com/the-brief-wondrous-life-of-oscar-wao/study-

guide/summary-epigraph-and-prologue

X We think that fuku comes from ourselves too because it is us who created this “curse” subject. 

It is a matter of choosing to believe or not. In our passage, it is mentioned that all people has a 

fuku story. Like for example a man was believed to be cursed by an old lover only to have male 

children. It is just inside the person’s mind whether to believe he is cursed or not. Also, a lady 

was mentioned being cursed for laughing at a funeral. But where is this all come from? Did we 

create the fuku by believing on it? We think that people creates this notion of “fuku” because 

they cant explain why bad things are happening. 



Aspects of Santo Domingo
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Fuku (with an accent)

X Is a curse or doom.
X Believed to be brought by the Europeans when they arrived in Hispaniola 

(Dominican Republic and Haiti.)
X Considered contagious and deadly

X https://www.google.ca/search?dcr=0&q=fuku+americanus&oq=fuku+am
erican&gs_l=psy-
ab.3.0.0l2j0i22i30k1.4955.8306.0.10024.13.12.1.0.0.0.237.1746.1j7j3.11.0....0...
1.1.64.psy-
ab..1.11.1548...0i67k1j0i46i67k1j46i67k1j0i22i10i30k1j33i160k1.0.eMPNLkOvjA
Q



Santo Domingo

-Santo Domingo is the capital of the 
Dominican Republic.

-It is the largest and most populous city in 
the country.

-Santo Domingo is named after Saint 
Dominic, the patron saint of astronomers.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santo_Domin
go 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Dominic



Fufu

X Originates from Africa.

X It is a staple food in the 
Dominican Republic, and 
Puerto Rico (among other 
Caribbean countries.)

X It is mashed up plantains, yams 
or yucca mixed with other 
ingredients (depending on the 
country.)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fufu#Caribbean_fufu



WHAT IS FUKU

Marie-Claude Champoux, Sahar Jaleel, Miruna Mincic





DEFINITIONS

KGB: This is the Russian secret police, Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti that means Committee for 
State Security. It was the main security agency for the Soviet Union from 1954 until 1991. 

Trujillo: Rafael Trujillo was a Dominican dictator who ruled betwen 1930 and 1961. The 31 years taht he was
inpower was known as the Trujillo Era. This Era was considered one of the bloodiest eras ever in the Americas.

Fuku: This is a curse word.

LBJ: Lyndon Baines Johnson, he was the 36th president of the United States and was responsible for abolish the 
Jim Crow’s laws. 

Saigon: A the largest city in Vietnam du to its population.

Trilateral: It was a non-governmental organization between Western Europe, North America & Japon. It was
founded by David Rockefeller un 1973 and the goal was to foster closer cooperation between these countries. 



• Fuku is a superstition, a curse. People are strongly believing in this word and 
are afraid of. It is something that is transmitted from generation to generation. 

• Fuku is something that comes back to you when you do something that is seen
as being a ‘‘bad karma’’

• The origin of this word came from Caribeean Islands and this might be due to 
the dictator, Rafael Trujillo, according to the author. 
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